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ABSTRACT
The involvement of genetic engineering techniques in the development of novel biomaterials has a huge impact on a

vast range of applications. The capability of new genetically engineered material has achieved various innovative

scopes in the biomedical industry. Such materials are usually designed via chemical and physical methods of genetic

engineering. According to the genetic basis of sequence, molecular weight, folded structure, and stereochemistry,

protein polymers thus suggest a generous view for the architecture of protein-based genetically engineered

biomaterials.

The scopes of developing genetically engineered biomaterials are leading to improve biological features of materials

which can enhance the applicability and properties of materials. In the last five years, Genetic engineering research is

becoming closer to the mass consumer. Leading global geneticists predict that in the coming years, a boom will occur

in the genetic engineering market, comparable to the massive spread of personal computers in the 1980s. Thus

genetically modified biomaterials with upgraded biological properties, expanding towards mass-scale industrial

production, and the considerable consumption in regular universal activities.

The techniques used to develop new materials and to modify the properties of existing materials, are subjected to

different industries and fields of scientific researches. CRISPR is an authoritative research tool that facilitates

scientists to deal with the expression of a gene. It has shown tremendous potential in genome research due to its

ability to delete unwanted traits, and possibly even replace them with desirable traits. It is agile, worthwhile, and

more authentic than any preceding gene-editing techniques. Genetically engineered biomaterials have been an

enormous field of research over the last fifteen years and CRISPR has already initiated performing a significant aspect

in boosting biomaterial research.
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INTRODUCTION

People have applied biotechnology operations, such as selectively
breeding animals and fermentation, for thousands of years [1,2].
Late 19th and early 20th century explorations revealed how
microorganisms accomplish commercially advantageous
procedures and how they provoke disease contribute to the
industrial production of vaccines and antibiotics [3,4]. Upgraded
approaches for animal breeding have also emanated from these
ventures [5]. Scientists within the San Francisco Bay Area took a
large leap forward with the invention and development of
recombinant DNA techniques in the 1970s [6-9]. The area of

biotechnology proceeds to expedite with modern revelations and
unique applications predicted to aid the economy throughout
the 21st century [10-12].

Gene targeting is a particular technique that uses homologous
recombination to shift an endogenous gene and can be used to
eliminate a gene, omit exons, insert a gene, or include point
mutations [13]. Genetic engineering has applications in
medicine, research, industry, and agriculture and can be used on
different types of plants, animals, and microorganisms [9,14].

Genetic engineering has staged a collection of drugs and
hormones for medical use. One of its initial applications in
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Abstract
Different novel strategies have been developed for the identification of full-length cDNA using bioinformatics tools and 
multiplexed PCR methods. Although high-throughput RNAseq has revolutionized the way transcript sequences are iden-
tified, many a time, the sequences are either incomplete and have missing UTR sequences. Hence, researchers still use 
the PCR based rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE) technique to obtain the full-length cDNA sequences. For the 
amplification of 3′ ends of cDNA, an efficient and effective oligo(dT)-anchor primer with hairpin structure is specially de-
signed. Arbitrary degenerate (AD) and sequence-specific reverse (SPR) primers were also developed for the amplification 
of 5′ cDNA ends by two or three-round of TAIL-PCR or touch-down PCR. Tail PCR needs to be performed until the 5′ 
sequence of multi-assembled fragment reaches the exon 1 region, which can be identified by aligning these fragments to 
reference genome database. Two types of adapters (inhibitory and functional adapters) are designed for the attachment to 
the end of the 5’ mRNA strands with specific design at different times (after the first-strand cDNA synthesis). It is a new 
procedure to obtain a full cDNA sequence with a partially known mRNA sequence. The inhibitory adapter is designed to 
attach to all mRNA molecules and unmethylated cap, however, due to the lack of phosphate at the end of the 5’ of adapt-
er, it can’t attach to full-length mRNAs with cap structure. Therefore, degraded or uncapped mRNAs can be removed 
from the reaction. Thus, only 5’ end of full-sequenced cDNAs can be selected and amplified. This technique is highly 
efficient for separation of the unknown regions of cDNA ends, when, only a short sequence of cDNA is available. Several 
different 5’ RACE methods have been developed, and one particularly simple and efficient approach called CapFinder 
relies on the 5’ cap-dependent template-switching that occurs in eukaryotes. However, most prokaryotic transcripts lack 
a 5’ cap structure. Recently, a special technique is also reported to capture primary transcripts based on capping the 5’ 
triphosphorylated RNA in prokaryotes. With the help of vaccinia capping enzyme, primary transcripts are first treated to 
add a 5’ cap structure. Specific primers need to be designed for further processes to identify full cDNA of a gene (both 
5’ and 3’ end).
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Introduction
Full-length cDNA sequence information is a prerequisite for the 
functional characterization of genes. Identification of an un-
known gene sequence is done traditionally by degenerate primer 
PCR targeting evolutionarily conserved regions of the coding se-
quence. This often results in only partial cDNA sequence infor-
mation with missing 5’ and 3’ sequence. RACE (Rapid amplifica-
tion of cDNA ends) is a conventional PCR based technique, used 
to obtain the full-length sequence of an RNA transcript (Eyal et 
al., 1999 and  Park et al., 2003). The transcriptomes of the in-

creasing number of species have been sequenced by next-genera-
tion sequencing (NGS) technique. However, the transcriptomes 
are always incomplete in length, especially the ends of genes, and 
due to the complexity and high cost, the complete genome se-
quencing is only conducted in some limited species. Therefore, 
researchers still use the PCR based RACE technique to identify 
the full-length cDNA sequences (Chen et al., 2016). Also, RACE 
PCR is the most simple and cost-effective technique when the 
study involves a few targeted genes. Two general RACE strategies 
exist: one amplifies 5′ cDNA ends (5′ RACE) and the other cap-
tures 3′ cDNA end sequences (3′ RACE). Gene-specific primers 
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are designed within the known cDNA sequence oriented towards 
the unknown sequence. In 3’ RACE, an oligo dT adaptor primer 
targeted against the universal polyA tail of mRNAs is used as a 
reverse primer along with the gene-specific forward primer. In 5’ 
RACE, a known sequence is first incorporated into the 5’ end 
of the mRNA sequence either through homopolymeric tailing 
or adaptor ligation.  Then PCR is performed using a forward 
primer against the homopolymeric tail or adaptor sequence and a 
gene-specific reverse primer (Bower and Johnston, 2010; Fromont 
et al., 1993). Creating a small known region at the 5’ cDNA end 
is a major issue (Edery et al., 1995; Bower and Johnston, 2010). 
Homopolymeric tailing by the terminal transferase enzyme is the 
common practice. Common approaches, such as homopolymeric 
tailing and ligation anchored tailing requires a lot of enzymatic re-
action after completion of reverse transcription (1st strand cDNA 
synthesis). Each enzymatic reaction can potentially introduce fail-
ures and destroy the integrity of cDNA. However, the efficiency 
of TdT is low, resulting in poor yield (Schaefer, 1995). Also, ho-
mopolymeric tailing does not differentiate between full-length (5’ 
cap intact) and 5’ truncated transcripts. Hence, there is a higher 
representation of 5’ partial cDNAs.

Methods

Nowadays, several RACE techniques including RLM-RACE and 
Cap-switching RACE have been developed, especially for the 5′ 
RACE due to the difficulty in operation (Liu and Gorovsky,1993; 
Schmidt and Mueller, 1999; Schramm et al., 2000). In the new 
RACE or RLM-RACE, before conducting the reverse transcrip-
tion (RT) of mRNA into the first-strand cDNA, an anchored 
RNA adaptor is ligated to the 5′ ends of mRNA. Shrimp alkaline 
phosphatase (SAP) is used to remove a phosphate group, and then 
with the help of T4 RNA ligase, the anchor RNA adaptor is ligat-
ed to the 5′ ends. However, the RNA truncated at the 5’ end can 
also be ligated to the RNA adaptor in this method. To address 
this limitation, an alternate method, oligo-capping, was developed 
(Maruyama and Sugano, 1994). 

The Cap-switching RACE (CapFinder) is performed by Moloney 
murine leukemia virus (MMLV) reverse transcriptase. The enzyme 
can add extra 2-4 cytosines to the 3′ ends of newly synthesized 
first-strand cDNAs upon reaching the 5’ cap structure of mRNAs 
(Schramm et al., 2000). A template-switching oligonucleotide 
(TSO) containing a 3’ poly(rG) tail is added to base pair with the 
extra cytosine residues. Thus,  introducing a known adaptor to 
the 3’ end of cDNA (TSO serves as a template for reverse tran-
scription). The method has additionally been developed into in-
verse PCR, T-RACE, and step-out PCR to enhance the specificity 
and efficiency (Matz et al., 1999; Huang & Chen, 2006). 

Results

cDNA made of degraded mRNA or full-length segments are dif-
ficult to identify or recognize in conventional RACE technique. 

Therefore, an improved RACE technique has been developed to 
reproduce only 5’ end of full-length cDNA, exclusively. With the 
help of two kinds of adapters (inhibitory and functional adapters) 
all degraded mRNA components and unmethylated cap can be 
omitted (after the first-strand cDNA synthesis). The inhibitory 
adapter is designed especially (without phosphate group) to at-
tach all un-wanted mRNA components and unmethylated cap. 
Suppressor adapter can’t attach to full-length mRNAs with cap 
structure due to the lack of phosphate at the end of the 5’ of the 
adapter. Therefore, degraded or uncapped mRNAs can be easily 
removed from the reaction. Having phosphate at 5’ end of the 
functional adapter helps binding to mRNA with the cap struc-
ture. Thus the fruitful result can be obtained after only one PCR; 
1st step PCR is enough to get the result with the minimum back-
ground (Purfrad et al., 2017). 

This is a modified RACE method to separate the 5’ end of the 
cDNA without using specific enzymes. The modified RACE has 
several advantages, such as requires less time and lower costs relat-
ed to the commercially existing procedures; other advantages are:

1)  Fast and simple and requires a minimum amount of total 
mRNA (About 1 µg). 

2)  Only one PCR is enough to get the result with the minimum 
background. 

3)  Removal of degraded mRNA or other nucleotide strings 
without cap structure. 

4)  High repeatability for amplification of the desired region. 

5)  Having phosphate at 5’ end of the functional adapter helps 
binding to mRNA with cap structure.

6)  This binding is maintained during PCR and provides a bind-
ing site of the primers at the 5’ end of mRNA.

Using this RACE technique, 5’ end of the Aeluropus littoralis 
SOS1 gene was isolated and sequenced by Purfrad et al., 2017. 
Specific primers were designed to amplify 5’ end of the gene (Ta-
ble 1).

Table 1. Primers sequence used in the new 5’ RACE method

* P: Primer, FP: Functional primer, GSP: Gene- specific primer 
P4 is the functional adapter, having phosphate at 5’ end helps 
binding to mRNA with cap structure. This binding is maintained 
during PCR and provides a binding site of the primers at the 5’ 
end of mRNA. Alignment of the sequence with the NCBI data-
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base confirmed the efficacy of the modified technique (Table 2).

In UK, consumption of AB decreased for 11.01%. The decreasing 
of consumption was in all groups of AB (Table 2).

Table 2: Three items of the sequences in database of NCBI, which 
most closely resembled the 5’ SOS1 sequence of the Aeluropus 
littoralis

Discussion

Often occurring problems in RACE-PCR are multiple bands and 
non-specific bands. Masamha and Todd (2018) suggested a few 
PCR cycling conditions to solve some problems in RACE-PCR. 
Those are: 

1)  Increasing of the initial denaturation length (up to 3 mins) 
and temperature (98 °C) breaks any secondary structures and 
helps yield the single specific band because the T7 oligo dT 
primer generally forms weak secondary structures.

2)  The long annealing time (5 mins) and extension or elonga-
tion step (10-15 mins) allow complete synthesis of incomplete 
amplicons, enabling the full extension of the initial and final 
amplification products.

3)  The non-specific bands are mostly lighter than the expected 
bands. Suggesting that it can appear at higher PCR cycles (eg., 
up to 35 cycles). Therefore, limiting the PCR cycles to only 20 
reduces the amplification of the non-specific band.

4)  Reverse transcription without MMLV-RT enzyme can be used 
as a negative control. Presence of a band, in negative control 
signifies the potential contamination with the genomic DNA.
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